
The Predator 50RX is without doubt the most versatile Stump Grinder about. It is the only large, 50 HP 
machine on the market that can get in anywhere.

It’s variable width track base travels from 31 inches to 47 at the touch of a button, allowing a big machine to fit through a 
gateway narrower than three feet with ease.

As standard, a high performance, incredibly compact, powerful and great looking radio controlled Stump Grinder but just 
as easily with our rear PTO, a Dozer, Tow Vehicle, Mulcher, Flail or Powerpack, anywhere you want.

We use the fully proportional, highly accurate and incredibly reliable Scanreco G2B radio control system. This is commonly 
found on cranes, it allows the operator to have the feel and control of a hydraulic lever, whilst having the flexibility and 
vision of a remote operator.

Whatever your requirements, a machine that can cut effortlessly to a depth of fifteen inches with a swing of sixty, fit through 
such a narrow gap, doesn’t have a belt or clutch in sight, looks as good and works as well as the Predator 50RX has got 
to be worth checking out....

Predator 50RX

Engine Hatz 50hp
Length 108”
Width 31” - 46”
Height 57”
Weight 3300lb

Fuel Diesel / 8 Gal
Cutting Depth 15”
Cutting Height 24”

Swing 22

Wheel 22” MT

Teeth 8 x Multi Tip

Start Electric

Technical Specifications USA

Engine Hatz 50hp
Length 2740mm
Width 780mm
Height 1450mm
Weight 1500kg

Fuel Diesel / 30L
Cutting Depth 380mm
Cutting Height 600mm

Slew 1500mm

Wheel 560mm MT

Teeth 8 x Multi Tip

Start Electric

Technical Specifications UK

+

Looking for a large, high-performance Stump Cutter to undertake your commercial commitments and 
another to do your private work?
Why not buy one machine for all jobs? Building on the hugely popular manual version, the Predator 38X, the Predator 
38RX is the ultimate in refinement. Smooth, powerful and reliable, it’s the same great, American powered machine but 
radio controlled. What are the benefits of a radio control? Why spend the extra money?

The radio control system used in our machines allows excellent visibility and improved operator safety and positioning. You 
can grind a stump without having to stand at the back of the machine. Vibration levels are zero. Control is absolute. The 
sophisticated controller with a range of 400 yards cannot be interfered with by other units, operates on it’s own unique 
frequency and is programmed to shut the machine down if interference occurs.

The controls are fully proportional and as accurate as a lever. They’re fully programmable - if you have a rental fleet and 
you want everything slowed down, no problem, it’s a simple task using the supplied programming cable.
Most of all, you’re buying into the same concept as our other models, the “big machine, small package” theory. We lead 
the market with this machine, the specs speak for themselves. A cutting depth of 18 inches, a swing of 54 inches and a 
cutting height of 30, coupled with a width of just 26” and 38 horse power, check it out...

Predator 38RX

Engine Kohler 38hp
Length 96”
Width 26” - 39”
Height 60”
Weight 2200lb

Fuel Gas 4.5 Gal
Cutting Depth 18”
Cutting Height 60”

Swing 54

Wheel 19” MT

Teeth 6 x Multi Tip

Start Electric

Technical Specifications USA

Engine Kohler 38hp
Length 2400mm
Width 670 - 1000mm
Height 1500mm
Weight 997kg

Fuel Petrol 17L
Cutting Depth 450mm
Cutting Height 1524mm

Slew 1140mm

Wheel 482mm MT

Teeth 6 x Multi Tip

Start Electric

Technical Specifications UK
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